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A central focus for research-investigations within the field of speech communi-
.,

cation
I
concerns the communicative strategies which people employ within theif

N, interactions: While this source - oriented investigation of message strategies is

important, equalli important is an understanding about the
I

he ways in which people-
. 0

perceive, attribute meaning, and respond tO such communication attempts,.
A

Another area in which communication research has progressed is the study of

gender differences. Research studies on gender differences have proceeded along

numerous lines, ranging from: (a) perceptual abilities and personality (see

Maccoby & laeklin review, Vols. I, II, I874); to (b) social /mall group interactions

(see Baird review, 1976),' such as power relationships (see Baird & Qritzmacher

review, 1979) and leaderslip roles (see Rosenteld.& Fowler review, 1,76); to (c)

dyadic interactions, as in conversational and relational, control sequence(see Ellis
.

& Skerchock review, 1979), story receipt (McLaughlin, Cody,, Kane & Robey,

1981), and conflict resolution .strategies' (Roloff dc Greenberg, 1979); to (d)
. (0,...-^ ... . '. 4

communication effects, such as language* use (Liska, Mechling & Stathas;
. .. ..., .

1981), sli-disclosure and communication apprehensiAn (Greenblatt, II as e nauer dc

Freimuth,. 1980'), -and ability to decode 'nonverbal messages (Isenhart, 1980).

Whi1% related seUdies on gender differences, and persuasibility/source credibility are
a

numerous (see Rosenfeld & Christie review, 1974; and Markel, Long & Saine.
. -

review, 1976), they have, however, been concermkeilmost exclusively with

analyses of the processes associated with attitude change. These studies have not

targeted gender differences with regard to the .types of° attributions which

receivers form toward sources and their messages.

A third major thruit of comm ication. research has been the4Lstudy of

communicative behavior within applied settings. Such studies have explOred'areas,

as widely diverse as: (a) organizational communication; (5) healtillecomMunicationi

.4
o
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(c) communication education; (d) social/political communication; and (e)1 legal

1communication. One significant institution /or ;anization which has been virtually

ignored is organized labor.

With approximately 98 million members in the employed U.S. ,labOr forcet

(Monthly Labor Review, -.August, 1981, p. 71), there are -approximately 21 %,' or

21;784,000 labor. union members (Taylor dc Whitney, 1979, p.,8; Handbook of

Labor Statisti December, 1980; p. 412). .. Over 23% of these labor union

members are fe ale (Statistical Abstract, 1980, p.429). Therefore,, t 'he study of

the' labor force, and labor unions in parti4ular, represents

research concerned with communicative behavikr and the

ences. This paper investigates 'a # filiation behavior and

a significant sector for,

study of gender differ-
/

gender tifferences in

message reception with-respect' to the attribtaions -formed toward sources within
4.

the labor union *setting. Specifically, this' research 'projea focuses upon under-
.

standing affiliation behavior gender differences with regard to the perceived
.

trustworthiriess of unions and their messages.

I ....qr.

Review of Relevant R'esearch

. ,
.

The following review will focus on four arets.Jof cOncern: .(1) the role of non-
. . *

economic factors in union membership; (2) the role of women within ttte labor .

force and within labor unions; (3) the 'nature of communication behavior/channels

within labor unions; and (4) the, nature of trust as a significant yardstick for

assessing individuals' attitudes toward labOr unionS and their "messages.

Numerous sources have indicated that the desire for membership in a, labor

union is' primarily a function of perceived economic advantige (Hamner, 1978;
. .. 1-, ° i. *

Strauss, 1963; Schriesheirri, 1978). Other sources have indicated that the desire.. . .

for union membershipis primarily a funCtion of perceived non- economic advan-
.

\
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tages, such as seniority rigt)ts, grievance procedure, political influence, or a

combination of economic_ and non-economic expectations (Smith, R. dc Hopkibs,

1979; Hamner & Smith, J., 1978)..

If economic Olsider Stions are the primary factor in the desire for union
-.4

membership, or non-union membership, do they completely determine workers'
.

affiliation decisions? For example, who don't all workers suppoft .the union for

ttieir own economic gain? Or, why don't all/workers oppose;the(inion for the same

*reason? Even if economic considerations are the primary factor, theyare clearly

acted' upon and modified by other factors. What ether factors come to bear on the

economic considerations; such that plant "A" will vote for a union,hile plant "B",

under the same general conditions,1 will vote against ttie-union?

The Bureau of LaborAiatistics of the U.S. Department of Labobhas .reported

that the American union movement has dwindled from 25.5% ofthe nation's labor

force in 1453 hto .19.7% of. the nation's non-agricultUral labor forte its 1973

.(Handbook Of'7 _Labor Statistics, 'December, 1980, p. 412). On a 'related front .
*, . '

American workers are voting mainst union representation in record numbers. In-
"

the twelv month period which.ended September SO, 1180; unions 'won only 4.06! of

the 8,043 representation elections held,_ the smallest percentage since the National

Labor Relations Boar'd (NLRB) was_creatpd fourty-five years ago (Wall, Street

JoUrnal, 07/28/1980, section 2, p. ,1)., Workers are also voting to decertify unions
,

.. , ,,, as their bargaining agents at arecoN4 ate. NLRB statistics demonstrate that in
. .-- -b_)

;-, ..

seven out Of ten-decertification elections, workers haN'te voted against remaining. , -

. . .

unionized(Detroit Free Press,' 04/13/1980, p. 4B).. ... . .,
''' 1 ''

This reductiok in union strength is occuring while the. economic status of

-.7..j ''' Am'erican workers has been,, deteriorating, further exposing the fallacy that

econornic concerns alone determine workers' willingness. to be represented by a
.7

union. This; .choosing or rejecting union Membership is too complex a beliayiar to

t \
6
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be accounted for by any one fadtor. A nurriber of attitudinal factprs clearly

influence this decision-making prpcess. Since American workers, on the whole,

view labor unions as good for their bread and butterintet:ests (Getman, Goldberg &

Herman , 1976; Kochan, 1979; Schreisheim, 1978),. they must have some
/

perceptions, reservations, misunderstandipgs, and/or other attributiks,Which lead

°'..\the majority, of them to reject labor unions. Since attitudes "act as predispositions

for the individual. to behave preferentially toward the objects of the. attitude"

(Littlejohn, 1978, p. 168); the study of workers' attitudeS toward labor unions

may be a major contribution to explaining the seeming paradox between workers'

perceptions of labor unions acid their affiliation behavior toward them.

The need to investigategender differences in message reception becomes
.
significant when one realizes the influence females are having upon the labor force '

A

and the labor unions. In an employed civilian labor force of 98,868,000, there are

18,929,000 females over twenty years of age, or abotif 39% -ot* the employed adult

population (Kutscher, August, 1981, p. 10). Females Noba,bly constitute a similar

proportion of the 7,256,000 employed workers of biith sexes, age 16-19 years. In
.

terms of labor union r4ntisership, female's represented 23.44% of the membership
,

in 1978, or 5,106,000 total female union members (Handbood of Iiabor Statistics,

December, 1980,.' p. 412).= This is in spite of the fact that, many of the national'
. I

labor unions had no female members in 1978, and the fadt that females hold a
.. I - , . .

disproportionately small .percentage of leVership 'positions within ,labor union .

'.(Wertheimer & Nelson, 19Y $oyd, 1981). Finally, the percentage of worsen

who are emplOyed is expected by the government to increase from the current

figure of 51% to 56.4-63.2% by the year 1990 (Kutscher, '`August, .1984, p. 10).
e

This means that out of a total 117 -12S Milli& employed civilian workers' in the , , -

z_., U.S. Labor force in the year 1990, ,53.559.9 million will be female. (

7 ,., .

. Frorp, thetabove figures 'yCs;pparent that the role' played by females within.
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the labor force, and within labor unions, will be increasing significantly in the
1 . .

I

next decade. However, research whiCh investigates females' attitudes toward

la,or unions and their messages, has been almost non-existent. Wertheimer and

'Nelson t1-95) argued tha; one- major factor contributing to the low level, of female

participation in labor unions was "laCk of information". Boyd (1981)'condluded that

women labor union members are very interested in their union and would like more

information about their union, but that women labor unionists have difficulty

getting information from their elected officiali.

The limited studies cited above suggest that female workers' attitudes is one

untapped area of study whith has potential for Contributing to an understanding

about workers' attitudes toward labor unions and, the viabilit of labor unions for

the future. Further, studies such as Wertheimer and Nelson (1975) and BOyd (1981)
r
*suggest that female workers' perceptions of the 'messages they receive from`laboe

c.
. s'\l .

unions is a substantive area of concernlor speech communication research.

Fi-oin a speech coll'imUnication perspective, it' is essential to study not only how

people perceive others and institutions, but, more importantly, how they perceive

e message attempts -directed, at them. The nature and function of communication

channels- withithe union is an area which haA. not received 'extensive examination:
..ifk

HoWever, the consensus of. what research does exist is that the .tommunication
/4.

needs of worker& are not being adequately 'met 1?y labor unions. The U.S.
.... -,. .

Department of Labdr study (Kochan, 1978) reported that 69.7% of labor union

members agreecrthat "more feedback from the union" sholeld be the highest priority
t

.., , .. - -
.. ,

for their labor union. This perceived need for improved communication within the

labor, union was exceeded only by the perdei3ed , need for improvements in ?

. grievance handling, as indicated by 78.5% of the labor, union respondents. Dee

(1959) summed up this issue by stating that, "In the past, labor has paid relatively

little attention to its interna,communication activities" (p. 100).

8 r.
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Deer in a series of articles 1959, 1960, 1962, ,1968); examined labor union
3

communication channels and needs and identified several types of coMmunication

channels within the labor union,. fheSe included: (1) informal/personal channels,

made dp of groups, cliques, teams, clubs, and followings; (2) regular meetings;

(3) stettards and rapresentatives; (4) international repres'entatives and business

agents (professional full-time pe)ple, distinct from point number 3 above (5)

key-men, peieefils representatives, saketyopepresentatives, etc.;' (6) bulletin ,

boards; (7) local newspapers; (Z) other 'printed communication, such as film,

leaflets, bulletins, etc.; and other verbal communication, 'such as'telephones,

families, etc.

Dee ( so concluded that many factors determined which communication`

chinels ope :atec and how well they operated, Within each local rabor union.

These factors included: (1) past history; (2),size; (3) geography (for example, is

the focal a single unit or, arnalgagated?); (4) ethnic makeup; ik-5) wealth;. and (6)
'trelationship with management. pee (1.959) also reported that bulletin boards and

meetings are the top-rated sources 'of information, and that the potential of -these

t wo sources-has not been fully used by labor union leaders.

With the.exceptjon of the studies by Wertheimer and NelSon (1975) and Boyd

(081), no specific information is avaaable addressing the ccirn?tiirikitiv-e behavior

of women within labor unions, women's. roles in labor union communication

channels, o'r woroen's reactions to labor unions' communication attem Obvio

ly,' female wor'kers' perceptions of labor unions'. communicative ,behavior is a

crucial.area for speech communication research.

Spinrad (960)--has conclu'Aed that the most serious problem in the majority of

labor unions is /hat of effectiye coMmunication. Therefore, thi& study- seeks to

ascertain how workers-not only perceilie their labor union as ap institutibn, but
,

also their perceptions of the messages they receive from their labor union. Rather

e". 9
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than identifying specifc communication channels- for respondents. to assess (i.e.,

written messages only), worliers were asked ,l)outa.tti-eir perceptions concerning

their lab& union and their labor union's messages in general (see methodology

0IEsection). Thi4 xamines the relationship between the variablesof libor union
\

. .
affiliaticin and gender differences with respect to workers' perceptions of their'

labor union and its -messages. 'Thus,. this study focuses" o workers' attitudinal
. .

attributions about labor unions.and their messages and does h t compare' them with
.the influence of non-attitudinal factors,such pay, -fringe benefits, or a ,check-,

off clause in the contract. t

'chile there are multiple indicators for assessing attitudinal predispositions and

attributions Oward institutions and their messages, this study ,focuses upon

workers' perceptions of the trustworthiness of labor unions and 'their messages.

. 1 The'construct of trust is used because:

The, ultimate objective of research on human behavior is to
I determine the relationship between twb (or more) behaviors;

an example of two such behaviors might be`(1) instructional
communication on the part of a job supe-C3imor and (2) the
implementation of these instructions on the part of the
employee. However, the concept and,khe attitude of the
employee toward the supervisor (for example, the degree to
which the employee trusts the supervisor) is alsO of extreme
importance because the use of such a construct as "trust"
can exolain the relationship between the two behaviors f

(Giffin, 1973, p. 1, author's italics").

The .study of. trust and its iMplitations for behavior IDas received wide&pread
C,

. 1./

aitention in the speech dornmsunication discipline. However, because trust is a
,

. . I
construct, it cannot be directly obser-ved, littt must be inferred from observable

esponses which peoftle de monstrate o n introspective' questionnaires. Giffin (1973)

has defined the notion of trust as comprising .three central factors'- expertness,

character, and dynamism - which were used to construct the Giffin Trust.' ti
-i7

Differential questionnaire.

. Items comprisieg jthe factor of expertness are concerned with attributions about

10
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.a referent with respect to knowledge, expertness,. intelligence, experience,
4

education, amoun t of training and information, and the degree of being logical.

The factor of character concerns attributions boil the reliability and intentions of

a referent. Eiftin and McClearey (1978) reported that, "this factor' reflected
- .

perceived consideration of others; its essence, appeared to be reliability on the side
,

of morality and justice" (p. _Specific items for the measurement of this factor
.

-

include perceptions of respectfUlness; kindness , honesty, goodness, unselfishness,
go-

sincerity, morality, patience, and niceness. Finally, the factor of dynamism

concerns attributions about 'a 'referent -With regard to such items as boldness,.,
. ^.

aggresiheness, extrOursiOn; frankness, swiftness, activeness, being empathic.,

ands being energetic.

combined to form an

dimensions weighted

These. three factors can be looked' at. separately and/or

overall measure of the perception of iru.4 (with the three

as follows: character, 64%; dynamism, 21%; and

expertness, 15%).

Thus, this study investigates workers' trust in labor urtion'§'behaviors and'
I

4 .. ..
/

A messaNt with respect to their perceive,d'experteess, intentions toward.the well-
I

being of workers, and dynamism. In practical terms; thi§ study seeks to shed light

on questions about workers' perceptions of their labor union, in general, and union
.

messages, in specific. For example, do union members and non-union.members
v

see the labor union and its messages as significantly different? Furthermore this

study seeks to ascertain whether differences in affiliation behavior and gentler

affect workers' attributions' o- f' the trustworthiness of labor unions and their

,messages.

. Hypotheses

The preceeding discussion suggests the following hypothetesfcir th1 study:
' A

. 11
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Union Membership

t

...

tr-

HQ: Labor union and non -union members will demonstrate n6 signitica t
differences in perceptions of trust toward (a).their union and (b)' ,t it .;

union's Messages. 4#
'

.

s
. .

--
HT: Labor union members will demonstrate a significantly greater degree of

trust in (a) their union' and (b) their union's messages than will non=union
members. .

I

.This research hypothesis predicts that betaUse of their involvement 'With the
I t

labor union, members should demonstrate a signifiaantly greater degreesofttrust in'
<,

their union and. its ..mesages than will non-members. Since non=union rneml)ers,

have rejected the choice of labOr union members we -would expect themto

have a lower perception of their union's expertness, character and dynamism than
. %It

labor union members. This hypothesis thus maintains that affiliation behavior with
4

a labor_ union should be a significant factor whichr contributei to perceptions of

trust in a 1por union and its messages._

Gender Differences
, ..

,
......-

. - .

H : Male and female workers will demonstrate no significant differences in .

-0k perceptions of trust toward (a) their labor union and (b)their labor union's,.
--, fr. messages. .

.

II:
K H2 la'

Male' wot'kers will ,demonstrate a significantly greater ,degree of trust,
N toward (a) their labbr union and (b) their labor union's *messages than; will

'female workers: .. ,.

....
.

. . ,.
-This research. hypothesis' argues that significant differences should be expected..

.between male and female, Workers toward unions. This should be true because,

. women have historically not played an equal role in labor unions, as demonstrated)
',. . - i

by numbers'ref Members, percentage of leadership posts, 'and decision-making
. .

, -

authority .(Koziara & Pierson, 181).
..

.
.

,

H2 . Male non-labor union members will demonstrate 'a significantly greater ,.

degree of trust toward (a) their union and-(b) ttieir union's messages. than.
will female non4alaor union members. 1

: Male labor union members will demonstrate a signs scantly 'greater degree
2C of trust toward (a) their union and (b) their union's messagei than will

. female labor cinion members.

12
I
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H2 : Female labor union- members will demonstrate a significantly greater
D degree of trust toward (a) their union and (b) their union's messages than

will male non-union members. 4

H : Male union members will demonstrate a significantly greater degree of
E trust toward (a) their union and (b)-their union's messages than will female

non-labor union members.

These research hypotheses seek to explpre the gender difference effects which

result when the independent Variable of union membership is partialed' out.

Because of the r"le whiCh women have traditionally played within the labor unions,

directional differences with respect' to gender would be expected, with males

trusting the union and its messaSes4ito

with the exception of hypothesis 2D,

gender differences.

Subjects

a significantly greater degree than femalis,

in which union membership should override

Methodology

In order to control as mach as possible for the Influence of economic

considerationstand focus upon the nature of attitudes towakci a labor union, an

open shop was selected for this study. An open shop is one in which there is a labor

union and a contract:. however, employees are not required to join the labor union

or pay for their represntation. All employees in an open shop receive the same

pay'and benefits, those negotiated in-the union contract By law, the labOr union

. )

must.provide ftill and equal repres)ntatiori to all employees:
fit

In an open shop, there is no apparent financial rewaeti for joining the union. In
. -

fact, voluntarily joining the labor union will cost the worker dues (approximately

$13 per month) which he/she does not have to 'par to get representation. Many

labor union supporters suggest that the reason some workers do not join the labor

union in an open shop is that fact that they are feel eloading, trying to get the

13.
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service and avoid paying their oWn way. .This reasoning flies in the face of the fact

that in many cases, including this one, a sizable .agjo-rity of workers join the labor

union. If the small expense is not the deciding factor for those who jOin the labor

union, why would it be the major

It is, possible that other factors,

affiliate with a labor union.

factor for those who do not join the labor union? 1.

suchtas attitudinal ones, affect the decision to

A post office district was selected for this study, in which apprdximately43,600
,

. , .

ern
..

ployees are labor union members while approximately 625 are' f?on-union

members, more than a 5.5-to-1 ratio in favor of the labor union.

Independent Variabtles

Two independent variables were focused upon in this study. Subjects were
.

identified with respect to union membership (whether they were members of their
.

union or not) and with respect to their gender.

Dependent Variables

. The Giffin Trust' Differehtial (see Appendix A)

measure of trust. This instrument measures the three factors of character,.

expertness, and dynamism (each ranging from 9-63) and an overall trust score

was used as the dependent

(ranging from 27-189). The questionnaire used was a modification of this

instrument. The modificati9n involved the substitution of the word outgoing for

the term. extroverted, as subjects in pretesting .demonstrated difficulty in

understanding this term: In the pretesting of this modified Giffin Trust Difier-:

ential, no significant differences existed between the modified form and the

original instrument (t value = .69, with 13 degrees of freedom).

The Modified. form of the Giffin Trust Differential was used to assess worker&

perceptions about their labor union in general and their labor union's Messages; in'
. .

specific. Half of-the labor union and non-union members were asked to complete

the trust instrument with respect to the statement, "The linion is

14

f
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while the other half of the labor union and non-union members were,asked to

complete the -trust instrument using the referent, "The union's messa
, .
". This procedure thus allows for the comparison between perceptions of

4

a labor union's behaviors ingeneral and its behavior with regard to the .

a.
communicative messages which are received by workers.

Procedure'

The modified foam of the Giffin Trust Differential was mailed to all bargaining

unit einplo.yees in a metropolitan post'l district.. In all, 4225 questionnakes were

mailed , of Which 3,600 went to labor union members and 625 went to non-union

members. Mailings contained a cover letter explaining the- purpbse of this study;

an. instruction sheet and demographic qUestionnaire, the modified form of the

Giffin Trust Differential, and a postage-paid return envelope. Follow-up postcards
, .

were mailed to all subjects ten to fourteen days after the initial mailing,
P

reminding ,them to send in their. qutionnaires. Ahnonymity was assured as no

speca ic personal identification was involved in completing the questionnaires. In

total, 866 questionnaires were returned, of which 710 were complete enough for

use in this study. Of the 710 returned, 585 labor Union members and 125 non-union
sic

members were represented; 166 females and 344 males responded; of; the non-
,

union members, 82 were female while 43 were male; of the labor union members,

284 were feale while 3Q1 were male.

Data'Treatment

The effects of the independent variables of union membership and gender

differences .teretested with eespect to the foUr dimensions of perceived' trust in

the union and the union's 'messages (expertrfbss, character, dynamism, and total

trust) by the use of t-tests in order to 'accept or reject the null-hypotheses.

-15
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Results

Union Membership

Table I indicates that labor union Tembers, with respect to alldiMehsions of
. Itt;

the trust insturment, dethonstrated a'sigoificantly greater degree of trust in their

labor union than did non-union members (at the less than .001 le'vel of probability).'

Subsequent analyses identified significant differences between all subscales of the

trust instrument for bdth union members (at the less than .001 level of probability;'

2-tailed test) and non-union members (at the less than .di level of probability, 2-

tailed test). Specifically, trust in the character' dimension of the labor union by-
'

. union memb4rs (mean = 45.335) was significantly. greater than trust in, the

expertness dimension (mean = 42.259) which, in turn, was significantly greater

than trust in the dynamism dimension (mean 7. 40.308). For non-union members,

trust in the character of the labor union (mean = 40.090) Was significantly greater

than trust in the expertness dimension (mean = '36.090) which, in turn, was

significantly greater thtrust in the dynamism dimension (mean = 33.224)..

Table 2 indicates that labor union members, with respect to all. dimensions of

the trust instruirrent, demonstrated a significantly greater degree of .trust in their

"labor union's messages than did non-union members (at the less than .001 level of

probability). Subsequent analyses: demonstrated at11t thee were significant differ--
4

ences between all subscales of the trust instrument for union members at the less

than .001 level of probability) and some of the subsca s Of the trust instrument for
\

non-union members. Specifically, trust in tut, charact r' dimension of the labor

union's messages by -union members (mean = 42.84 was sighificantly greater\than"

trust in the expertness dimension (mean = 41.494) which, in turn, was §ignkticantly

greater than trust in the dynamism dimension (mean = 37.984). FOr non -unto

members, significant subscale differences were demonstraterebetween the charac-
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IAEA 1: UNION AFFILIATION AND TRUST IN THE UNION

4
.

4, Members Non-Members t-value df sig. i

Charactei.. M = 45.225 M = 40.090 -3.21 5.28 .001
SD = 12.031 SD = 11.526-

Expertness M = 42.260 = 36.090 -3.48 328 .001
SD = 12.924 SD = 13.123

Dynamism M = 40.308 1 ri = 33.223. -4.05 . '328 .0K).
SD = 12.832 (SD = 12.548 .

Total M = 127.901 M = 109.403 -3.88 °- 328. Jim -

SD 1= 35.083 SD =33. 941

4.

TABLE 2: UNION AFFILIATION AND TRUST IN UNION MESSAGES

Character

Expertness

Dynamism

Total

..--,

aembers ' Non- embers t-value, df . sig.
.

t .
M = 42.842

SD = 13.085

..
,M = 35.207

SD = 12.310/
-4.13: 378

M = 41.494 M = 35:672 -3.14 378
SU= 13.243 SD = '11.467

M = 37:984 M = 32.103 -3.03 378/
SD = 13.623

r, M1= 122. 320

SD = 13.385

M =02.983 -3.65

, ,

378
SQ = 37.771 SD = 33.633 °

1 \

17
A

..

.000

.002..

.003. /

.000
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ter (Mean = 35.207) and 6-vent-less dimensions Jrnean.= 35.672)' and the dynamism..

dimension (mean = 32.103; both comparisons significant at the less than .05 level of

prpbability). However, there was no signifidant difference between the dimensions

Of character and expertness,

Thus, the ,null hypothesis with regard to the effects of union membership must

be rejected,, as labor union members demonitrated a significantly greater degree

of trust on all dimensions of the trust instrument with respect to perceptions of.the

union, in general, and the union's messages, in specific. In addition, comparisons

between perceptions of tryst ini the union and the union's messages revea,led

significant- differences with respect to the character' dimension. Specifically,

workers, regardless of affiliation, demonstrated significantly greater trust in the

character dimension of the union (mean = 44.2707 than in the character dimension

of the union's messages (mean = 41.676; significant at the .007 level of of

probability, with a 2-tailed test).
o

Gender Differences

Table 3. indicates that male workers demonstrated significantly greater overall

trust in the union, and greater trust in the dimensions of expertness and dynamism,

than did female workers (at the .less than .05 level of probability). Subsequeilt

analyses demonstrated ',that there were .significant differences between all sub-

scales of the trust iatrument for -both male and female workers (at the less than
\

.001 level of probability, 2-tailed test). Specifically, trust in the character

dimension of the labor- union by male workers (mean = i6.255) was significant y
O

greater' than trust in the expertness dimension (mean = 42.6D0) which, in turn, as

significantly greater than trust in the dynamism dimensiOn (mean = 40.460): his

same effect was also significant forfemale workers (character mean = 43. 31;

expertness mean = 39.491; and dmism mean = 37.355).

Table 4 indicates that male workers demonstrated significantly greaten over
, -

18
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trust in the union's messages, and greater trust -in the dimensions of character and

expertness, than did female workers (at the less than .05 level of probability).

Subsequent analyses demonstrated that there were significant differences betwen

all subscales of the trust instrument for both male and female workers (at the less

than .05 level of probability, 2-tailed test). Specifically, trust in the character

dimension of the labor union's messages by ,mdle workers (mean = 43.060) was

significantly greater than trust in the expertness dimension (mean = 41.836) which,

in .turn, was significantly greater than trust in the dynamism dimension. (mean =

37.847). This same effect was significant for female workers (character mean=

40.391; expertness mean = 39.462; and dynamism mean = 36.381).

Thus, the null hypothesis With regard-to the effects of gender must be rejected,

as male workers:demonstrated a significly greater degree of trust on three of

the four dimensions of the trus,t instrumbrit with respect to perceptions of both the

union, in general, and th e union's messages, in specific, than did females.

Comparisons between perceptions of trust in the union and the union's messages

were not significant for males. However, females demonstrated signifitantly

greater trust on the chracter dimension for the union (mean = 43.331) than on the

character dimension of the union's messages (mean =040.391; at tie .022 level of
i.

probability, -2-tailed telt). ..-

. - , ' --/
C\ Tables 5-8.demonstrate gender effects, with respect to'perceived trust in th

.
.. * .

labor union and the union's 'messages %Ken the independent variable of union

membership is controlled. Table 5 indicates that male labor unioh members tr t

the union to a significantly greater degree, with respect to all dimensions of the

trust instrurAnt than do female labor union Members (at the .05 level of

'probability Subsequent analyses demonstrated -that there were significant differ-

ences between all subscales of the trust instrument, for both male and female labor

union members (at.ther.05 level af probability, 2-tailed test). Sper cificalry, trust

`% 444
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Character

Expertness

Dynamism

Total-

TABLE 3: GENDER DIFFERENCES.AND TRUST IN THE LNION
f

sig.

.016

.019

Male

M = 45.255
SD = 12.529

'to.M = 42.596
SD =.3.362

M = 40.460
SD = 13.138

M = 128.311
SD = 36.915

Female

= 43.331
= 11.632'

M = 39.491
SD = 12.864

f.%/1-= 37.355
SD = 12.835

M '= 120.177
SD = 33.920

(")

.

t

t-value

-1.45

-2.15

-2.17

-2.09

df

328

328

348

328

TABI4E 4: GENDER DIFFERENCES AND TRUST IN UNION MESSAGES

Character
Y

Male

M = 43.060 -

SD = 13.600

imale

M = 40.391
SD =.12.803

t-value

Oe Expertness !41.836," 14= 39.462 -1.76
SD = 13.243v SD = 13.023

Dynamism M = 37.847 M = 36.381 -1.04
SD = 13.925 SD = 13.550

Total M = 122.743 =.116.233
SD = 38.061 ,6 SD = 37.330

20
it

df sig.
.4

378. .025

378 .040

378 .150

378 .047



..in the character dimension of the labor union by:, mate union members (rhean =
. * ,

, a.

46.768) was significantly' greater than 'trust in the expertness dimension (mean =.
., .,ry

44.101) which; in turn, was significantly' greair than trust in the dynamism

dimension (niean = 41.935). This same'-effect was significant for female labor union

members (character mean = 43.752; expertness mean '= 40.224; and dynamism
. . .. t - v .

mean = 38.512). Table 5 also indicates that there are no significant differences
. . ..

betvieen male and 'female /ion-union members, except' with respect to the t
. ,.

dimension of character. For character scores, female-.non-union members trust .

- 6, -,
the union (mean = 42.136) to a significantly greater' degree than do male non -unionc, --------

al

members (mean 36.17'4)4 Subseqiient analyses demonstrated no significant
. . ;.

differences between the subscales of the trust instrument with respect to percep-

tion of the union for female noci--uniori members; However male 'non-union
.

members, trust in the dimension of .character for the labor hion (mean = 36.164)

vas significantly greater thad trust in, the dimensions of expertness (mean = 33.50)

and dynamism (31.609). , 1
able 6 indicates that 'there are ri,,,,Ognificant gender differences, regardless of

the affiliation behavior, with respect to trust .in the union's znessages. Therefore,
. ,

. .

the null hypotheses for hypotheses 2B and 2C can only be partially rejected, since
,

significant effects due tp gender,-and affiliation were evident, with regard to trust

in the union, inleneral, but not with regard to tryst in the union's messages.

Table 7 indicates that there are significant differences for '&oss-,-gender/
.

.

affiliation and" trust in the union. With respect to all' comparisons, -regardless of

gender differences, persons holding membership in the lager union demonstrated

. significantly greater trust on all dirnensions than did non -union memtaers. Table 8

alsV demonstrates that there are significant ,differences across afk .comparisons

/ with respect to trust of union messages, with members demonstratiniaignificantly

grater trust in all cases. Thus, the null hypotheses cotrespondingto
,

,theo research

21 CS
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TABLE 5: GENDER DIFFERENCES/AFFILIATION BEHAVIOR AND TRUST IN THE UNION
I

-; Male.

Member M = 46.768
SD = 11.997"

Character
'Non-Member 4%$ = 36.174

SQ = 12.033'

Member M = 44.101
SD = 12.873. .

Expertness0

1

Dynamism

Total

I

Female 'fit -value
.

M = 41752 L2.04
SD = 113916

-
M = 421136 65 .022

SD = 10.823

M e. 40.224 -2.45.)SD = 12.723

df sig.
S

2E1 .021 .

261 .008

Now-Member M = 33.565 NI =417.409, -1.14 65
SD = 12.922 - = 11.179r

°
0

St,
0

Member M = 41.535' . W1:18:542 -2:18 .

SD = 12.866 513,-.
48'

0 p

Noa-Meinber =-31.609 M 34:968` -0.7t
=.11.616 SD =.13.060

Member M = 132.8041* M = 122.488
SD = 35.425 eA SD= 34.037

Non-Member M = 101.348 s' 113.614
SD = 34.771 'SD = 33.117

-2.40 °
o

,1.42

261

65

, .

261

415'

.225 ,

65 .08,1

..=

TABLE 6: GENDER DIFFERENCES/A5FILIATION.HAVIOR ACED TRUST IN UNION'MESSAGTS
,

Member M
SD

Charactei-
Non-Member M

SD

Member

Expertn8s
Non-Membei. M

-SD

Male

= 43.755
=13.313

s'

= 37.400
14.419

M .4 42.509
; 12.867-SD

Member M
SD

DyliamIsm
,Non:-Member'M

SD

Members M = 125.221
SD ; 37.087

4

Non4Memptr M = 102.550
41 SD = 40.829

°

Total

36.356
= 15.253

= 38.957s
= 13.590

= 2.8.800'
= 14.303

female t =value df sig.

.41 =,41.906 -1:27 320 .103
SD-,= 12.822

M = 34.053. -0.98
SD -1 10.732

M = 413.453 -1.40
SD = 13:579

M = 35.316 -0.32
SD = 9.441

56

320

56 .376*

.165

M =,36.987 -1.30 320 .098
SD =13.7119

M = 33.842
SD = 12.725

`.1,3

M = 119.146
SD =, 38.347 °

s ).;
C'M =103.2,106., ;1.07
SD

56 .088 s4".

$ .

320 .082

56 .472

4P
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i*ABL 7: CRQSS-GENDERIAFFILIATION AND TRUr-ST IN THE UNION
1/4.

Dimension- Gender/Affilratr6 Mean
-s-

SD t-value

Male/Nore-MemMale/Non'- Member' 3g.174 12.033 , 24b
Female/Member 43.752 11.1%

Character
4 Male/Member 46.768 11.997

. Female/Non-Member 42.136 10.823

Male/Non-member 33.565 12.922 2.30
Female/Member 40.224 12.723

Expertness
Male/Member 44.101 12.873

-4..

Female /Non - Member 37.409

Male/Non-Member 31.609

13.179

11.610- 2.44
Female/Member 38.512 12.604

' Dynamism.
Male/Member 41.935. 12.866 -.52
Female/Non-Member 34.068 13.060 6

. .

.43 Male/Nbn-Member . 101.348 23.771= 2.73
2,

Total
se

Fernale/Me9-ther 122.488 34.027

, Male/Member 132.804 35.425 -348.
Female/lon-M ber j.13.614 33.117

);

6 .003

k,181V .012

146 .012

180 .002

.146 .008 ,

4

'180 .001
._._

146 .004

,

180 .001

it

STABLE 8: CROSS-GENDER/AFFILIATION AND TRUST IN UNION MESSAGES.
Dimension Gender/Affiliation Mean SD

Male/Nore-Koiernber 37.400
Female/Member 41.906

14.919
12,822

Ch-aracter
Male/Member ..'- 43.755 13.313
Female/Non-Member 34.053 10.732

-
0

Male/Non-Member 36.350 15.253
Fefnale/Member 40.453' 13.579

'Expertness , .

Male/Member* '42.509 12.867
Female/Non-Member 35.316 9.441

Dynamism

Total

Male /Non- Member 28.800 14.303
Female/Member '36.987 6 13.709

Male/Members =, 38.957 13.509
Female/Non-Members 33.842 11725

-r`*'" ,

Male/Non-members 102.500 40.829
Female/Members 119.346 38.347.

Male/Members 125.221 37.087
Female/Non-Members-103.210 29.77,

.

23

"t-value df sig.

1.45 177 .079'

-4.18 % 199 .000 1

1.26 177 .106'
-3.25 199 .001

.
4

2.51 177 .007

-2.12 199 .018

1.83 . 177 .034
J

-3.4'1 1Z9 .001\

1
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. hypotheses 2D and 2E must be rejected, as significant effects were indicated by

the data...

Discussion

Thii study has demonstrated that sign%ant differences exist with respect

c , to workers' perception of labor_unions'and their messages; Specifically, affiliation
%;ir . ..

. .

behavior and gender=differrces appear .6 be two major -deteeminants of trust in
-,

the .laili5r union-end its messages. If this is true.' thid has important ramifications
.c.

../" forxesearch within the fields of speech communication and labor studies. .

t - union's messages. While gender differences were apparent within the findings of .2

With regard to w?rkers' trust in the labor union and the union's

affiliation 'behavior correlates positively With trust on al(dimensons.
,,,

appears to have -greater influence than the independent variable

messages, ,

Affiliation

of gender

differences in determining both trust in the labor union and trust in the labor.
.

this study, these results were tempered by the independent variable of affiliation.
-

Thus, while male worliers.dernonstrated sigrlifidantly greater trust in the union and

the union's messages than female workers- on most of the dimensions (agile truit
.

instrument, when we investigate finding more-`,deeply, we didcoVetthe root of the

issue. Hende, subsequent analyses demonstrated that' the gender differenc's

primarily occured with.respect
,

to those workers who were affiliated with thp labor

union. The only significant gender difference among non - affiliated workers was

) with respect to, the dirension of character, with females being significantly higher -7.

-,. . /.
than theirs male counterparts:, However,., for labor union members, maleS were .

...-, ..

significohtlyhigher on all dimension of the trust instrument with respect to trust inr
,the union. These findings confirm the affiliation research hypotheses, 'as well as

the gender hypotheses, and can be easily understood in light of the fact that only----
I^

-0

p
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th.050 Workers who cho46 to do so become union members.
,

somevht surprising because they indicate that, with

in the union, affiliated females have radically different
$

These findings are

respect to overall trust

views in comparison to

P

their male counterpartsCihan do non-affi,liated females in
. , . ,

comparisori to their male counterparts. This gender difference in perceptions is
-,

. - .

probably the result of two factors: s (1) the fad that differences between women

rryeenbers and non-members are considerably railer than the differences between
r. . . .

male union' members and male non-union melnbers (an inspection -of .-the data;
.."

particularly Table 5 and the same gender_ t4vlues, supports this interpretation)
- .I

and; (2) -the finding that female and male urliop members differ to a significantly

greater degree in their trust of the union than .do female and male non-union

members. Futureresearch will need to pinpoint the locus of tt significant gender

differences for union members.

, This study alsc\demonstrated th there are. significant differences, between

perceptions of trust in the union by workers and neirAperceptions of trust in the

messages which they receive from the union. The findings from th4 study indicate

,that the union is consistently mo4 highly trusted thrl are its messages, although

''ttie difference 'is-only significpt on the character dimension. It appears that the

anion in general has a resorvior of goodwill among both union members and 'non-

union members, especially on the dimension of character, which its messages have
t1

not lived up to. This indicates the need for the labor union to increase the

frequency as well as the Perceived 'intentions and cor-npetence/expertness of its

communication. Future studies will need to assess more specifically the problems

the union has communicating its accepted image.

One potential area for future research investigations concerns the sig-

nificant differences between the subscales of the trust differential for both union

members and non-un4n members; as well as for males and females, with respect

t

25
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to both perceptions. of he' union and fhe union's messages., Sphcifically,._ the
/

character imension of the union; .as %veil as its messages, are trusted to' a\
. f 1f1 C

.1
1, \

si nificanti greater ?degree than the dimension of expertness; which, in turn is
1

tru ted to a significintly greater_degree than the 'dimension of dynamism'. Tiles
, . ,

ffindings s ugg st that trust in, the character of the union (and its -message,s is th
, .

strongpoint, bile-usts in the .dynamisin ' or activeness, of the union and its
. - -.. ..- .

. , .

messages I's the weakest point. _However, it is important-to realip that all scores

on all dimension\ for both the Union and its messages,-,...with respect to male and
1,_

.-
females and members and .non - members alike, achieved ,cely a medium level of

trust, given the ranges of the instrument. 'Future stuclies will need to investigate
. , ,

procedures by which labor unions can it ease the frequency, quality and
' . tr.'

*Irustworthiness of its actions, particularly with regard to its corhmtinicative
t
behavior. y 2

'This exploratory study lias been an ,41itial attempt to understand how labor

unions and their messages are perceived by workers .within the labor forCe. Future

studies will 'need to fOcus more specifically' on explicaing the reasons for the

present 'study's findings as well as inveigating how other independent variabl
f my;

.(such as race,- economic climate, g.eographical , regions-, personality: .etc.)

influence workers' perceptions of labor unions and their message.. If this study'.
, ,

provides the -- impetus for' other researchers' to begin addressing these and other

concerns _ in this massive, and almost unexplored, field, it will have served its

purpose1e11.

-
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The following nine items are collected to score the factor of expertness and are

- tallied as indicated:

,0

a

1. Scholarly - Unscholarly (7,'6, '5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

3. Unknowledgeable - Knowledgeable (1, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7).

9. Expert- Ignorant (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

13. Uninformed - Informed "(1, 2, 3,.4,, 5, 6, 7).

14. Trained - Untrained (7, 6, 5, 4,3, 2, 1).
16. IneXperienced - Experience (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
17. Educated - Uneducated (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

25: Illogical - Logical- (1, 2, 3,.4352 6, 7).

The following nine items are collected to score the factor of character (reliability

plus intentions) and are tallied as indicattd:

2. Disrespectful - Respectful ,(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

4.. Kind - Cruel (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).
11. Dishonest - Honest (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

15. Good - Bad (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

20. Selfish - Unselfish (1, 2, 3, 4, 546, 7)

21. Sincere - Insincere (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

22. Immoral - (1, 2,3. 4, 5, 6, 7).

23. Patient - Impatient (7, 6,
26. Awful - Nice (1, 2,.3, 4, 5,.6,

AN

The following n c items arecollected to score the factor of dynamism (activeness

and feankness) and are tallied as indicated:
o

A

5. Emphatic - Hesitant (7;6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

6. Passive - Adtive (1, 2, 34, 5, 6, 7).

7. Fast - Slow (7, 6; 5, 4,"3, 2, 1).

8. Meek Aggressive .04-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

10. Bold:. Timid (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

12. Aggressive - Unaggressive (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

18-1. Inttoverted - Extraverted (1, 2, 3, 4, 5;6, 7).

19. Energetic.- Tired .(7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1').

.27. Reseived - Frank (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.).
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